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accepted principles of improvisation, which are applied ^in an
austere chant to the accompaniment of the 'gusle'.1 The principal
notes are c d eef, of which c is slightly above our note, and e e
slightly below. The intervals are thus not exact tones or semitones.
The c serves in the exordium and antepenultimate; the d is normal
or final; the e is penultimate, scornful, and transitional; the/ is
heroic. The reciter commences slowly (metronome 58) and be-
comes more rapid (metronome 88), breaking off in his excitement
for an instrumental voluntary. He may change his time, and speed
up or slow down a line considerably.2 In any case, the performance
is much more austere than that of the women's songs of the same
region, and justifies the heroic minstrels in their claim that they
leave singing and dancing to the women.
There is something fundamental about this way of chanting.
The verse itself is probably not so very old, being borrowed from
Italy, perhaps in the fifteenth century; but it is treated in so old-
fashioned a way that critics have looked on the Montenegrin
'guslari* as the likeliest approximation to a Teutonic scop or skald
or even a Homeric rhapsode. The problem before the reciter of
the Spanish Poema de mio Cid was probably like that of the Monte-
negrin singers, save that he had to contend also with irregular
rhythms, like those of Russian 'byliny* and Ukrainian 'dumi'. In
the singing of these poems the performers improvise on general
principles, but they use a range of notes and variety of pitch
which are unknown in the highlands. This approach towards
developed melody is seen in Bulgaria and South Serbia; in Greece
1	W. Wiinsch, Heldensanger in Sudosteuropa, Leipzig, 1937, pp. 24-5.  I give
the information as I have received it.   The transcription given below uses
different notes.
2	H. Moller, Das Lied der Volker, Mainz-Leipzig, ii, Serbian 29 is the famous
ballad The Maiden of Kosovo (Kosovka ctevojka). The first four lines run:
2 flats 24 U8: cfcba/cbag/b. a. /g... /
bbab/cbab/a.gr/
gbab/cbab/a. gr/
The emphatic treatment of the fourth line, which is the third repeated, is notable.
The austerity is obvious when compared with a woman's song, in lyrical deca-
syllables, also collected in Montenegro. No. 32 runs:
4 flats 44 34 US: ff/g.(gabg)ag/f.c.. ,ff/g.(gaba)ag/f.. .r/
c. .<fcagf/f. .cc.. ./e.E.a.gf/g.. .g.../
The short line is a refrain. The two long middle notes, semibreves, mark the
medial pause which occurs after the fifth syllable in the lyrical decasyllabic, not
the fourth as in the heroic decasyllabic.

